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ABSTRACT 

This document describes the first implementation of the oblivious IdM solution, 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable is the outcome of OLYMPUS’ Task 4.2 which is focused on the 

implementation aspects derived from the technical solutions comprising the 

OLYMPUS IdM ecosystem. In particular, the development of the components 

defined in Task 3.3 as well as the novel cryptographic mechanisms defined in 

Task 4.1. It also covers implementation aspects related to the use cases 

defined in the project, with respect to the establishment of a decentralized 

attribute management infrastructure to establish solid links between physical 

and digital identity. 

The work described here is closely related to the protocols and requirements 

developed in WP3, the framework integration described in WP5 and the use 

cases described in WP6. 

This document describes the first implementation of the oblivious IdM solution 

designed in D4.1, including the APIs that are offered to higher-level applications 

and the design, security mechanisms, and implementation of a solution to 

enable authentication in offline use cases with an oblivious IdM taking into 

account the OLYMPUS architecture defined in D3.3, as well as the 

interoperability and backward compatibility with widely deployed IdM 

technologies and approaches. 

The document is structured as follows. Section 1 is an introduction to the 

architecture and how to build and deploy. Section 2, describes interfaces, 

models and methods included in the framework. Section 3 describes interaction 

and deployment of the use cases according to the framework specification. 

Finally, a conclusions section can be found. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document describes the first implementation of the oblivious IdM solution. 

The implemented software follows the guidelines described in D3.3 blueprint for 

the architecture and cryptographic protocols of D4.1 thus complying with the 

requirements described in D3.1. 

The OLYMPUS system has three main roles: the client, the virtual identity 

provider and the service provider as seen in Figure 1.   

 

Figure 1. Core components and core process of the OLYMPUS system. 

 

Taking the architecture as a starting point, the implemented software can be 

divided into two segments. Firstly, Generic OLYMPUS virtual IdP related 

software and secondly, use case specific implementation relying on the generic 

OLYMPUS software. 

These software components cover the operation described by the interfaces 

defined in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.Interfaces of core components of the OLYMPUS system 

1.1. Build & Deploy 
The framework may be built and deployed by following the steps below. As 

the implementation is likely to undergo further changes, the latest build 

procedure may always be found in the README.md found in the repository. 

BUILD 

• First, get the source code from the repository. 

o git clone https://bitbucket.alexandra.dk/scm/ol/olympus-identity.git  

• Checkout the master branch. 

• Run Maven install command of OLYMPUS Project from root directory. 

o mvn install 

• If all goes well a set of jars can be found in target directories of the 

modules. 

o i.e. /core/target/PESTO-IdP.jar 

o i.e /rest-wrapper/target/REST-client-wrapper.jar 

DEPLOY 

The vIdP deployment process requires creating a module (pom.xml should be 

modified to include it) that contains the specific implementations related with the 

concrete use case such us the main class and the identity provers. The main 

class must handle the server configuration (i.e. port, TLS config, etc), the 

https://bitbucket.alexandra.dk/scm/ol/olympus-identity.git
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Figure 3. Example of the JSON for setup 

database connection (i.e.  InMemoryPestoDatabase), set the identity provers 

and the crypto module. With these settings, a REST server is created with the 

exposed interfaces ready to use. An example of how this configuration is done 

for the use cases can be found in Section 3. 

Once this is done, a jar file should be generated and could be found at the 

target directory as indicated previously. Launching the service: 

• Run the PESTO IdP jar with the arguments port and server ID. Because 

OLYMPUS uses a distributed approach we will need, at least, a second 

server with another ID. 

o i.e. java -jar IdP-jar-with-dependencies.jar 9090 0 

• Once the IdP is running, configure it with the setup endpoints. 

o PESTO approach. Use a POST request to 

http://127.0.0.1:9090/idp/setup 

Each IdP is configured with the key material and configuration 

data, using a JSON message. Amongst other, the configuration 

contains the following information: sharedKey (private and public 

keys), blindings (a list of values shared with the other partial IdPs), 

secrets (a list of master secrets) and serverSetup (a list of other 

IdPs forming the vIdP). 

 

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

 

 

 

http://127.0.0.1:9090/idp/setup
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Figure 4. dP-ABC Attribute specification setup example 

 

o dP-ABC approach. Use a POST request to 

http://127.0.0.1:9090/idp/setupPabc 

The setup phase has an extra step for the configuration of the 

distributed p-ABC scheme. It is necessary to specify the set of 

attributes that will be considered for generating credentials. 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the previous steps have been done, we are ready to work with OLYMPUS 

vIdPs and its cryptographic technologies. 

2. OLYMPUS CORE 

OLYMPUS Core is the central implementation of the framework where the 

functionality and protocols involved are defined and implemented. It will be 

detailed throughout the following subsections. 

 

2.1. Crypto implementation  
The OLYMPUS core implementation consists of three main cryptographic 

mechanisms, used for authenticating the user and issuing an access token or 

distributed Privacy-Attribute Based Credentials (dP-ABC): 

• OPRF mechanism, allowing a user to translate a password to a 

private key, which in turn is used for authentication. 

• Distributed Threshold Signature mechanism, allowing the vIdP to 

sign access tokens.  

• Distributed p-ABC mechanism, allowing the vIdP to issue 

credentials and the client to use the credentials in identity proofs with 

a relying party. 

OPRF: The OPRF mechanism allows the client to exchange a password to a 

private key without the vIdP learning the password. It consists of both client and 

server code. The client code is implemented in the abstract PestoAuthClient 

class, which is inherited by client dealing with either distributed signatures or 

dP-ABCs. On the server side, the OPRF mechanism is implemented in the 

PestoAuthenticationHandler. In addition to the functionality related to the OPRF 

http://127.0.0.1:9090/idp/setupPabc
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mechanism, these classes also offer basic account management functionality, 

such as registration and password changing. 

The client and vIdP execute the OPRF protocol described in [1]. The protocol 

results in the client deterministically obtaining a number of bytes, which is used 

as seed material for the generation of a private-public keypair. The public key is 

sent to the partial IdPs during registration. Any subsequent calls to the vIdP 

have a signature by the user's private key.  

Distributed Threshold Signatures: As the OPRF mechanism, the distributed 

signatures also consist of both client and server code. The client code is 

implemented in the PestoClient class, which inherits from the previous 

mentioned PestoAuthClient. When the IdP receives an authentication request 

from the client, the PestoIdP will first use the PestoAuthenticationHandler to 

validate that the signature on the request is correct. If this operation is a 

success, the ThresholdRSAJWTTokenGenerator is used to generate the 

distributed signatures. 

As the name implies, the access tokens produced are RSA based JWT tokens. 

Each partial IdP will build a JSON structure containing the requested attributes 

and perform an RSA signature, according to JWT, using the partial IdP private 

key. The client code will take the output from all partial IdPs and compute the 

product of all the partial signatures, resulting in a combined signature. The 

combined signature is appended to the JSON structure, containing the 

attributes, resulting in a JWT with the combined signature. 

While the above listed class are responsible for handling the described tasks, 

they do rely on certain auxiliary classes. The main cryptographic primitives such 

as RSA signing, hashing and key management have been moved to 

SoftwareServerCryptoModule and SoftwareClientCryptoModule for server and 

client relevant functionality. It is the intention that these classes may be 

replaced, should a specific application wish to utilize special hardware such as 

HSM. 

Distributed p-ABC: The Distributed p-ABC issuance is somewhat similar to the 

distributed signature scheme: Each partial IdP first builds a structure containing 

all the user’s attributes and then signs the structure and returns it to the client. 

The client will then combine the signatures and store this as a credential.  

For generating and working with those credential the dp-ABC scheme described 

in deliverable D4.1 [2] has been implemented as an independent part of the 

framework. 

The client code is contained in the PabcClient class. As in the case of 

Distributed Threshold Signatures, the client class inherits OPRF and basic 

account management functionality from the PestoAuthClient class. However, 

the PabcClient does not directly perform the crypto operations, its only directs 

communication with the vIdP. The dp-ABC functionality introduces the concept 

of credentials, which allow a client to perform authentication with a relying party 

without contacting the vIdP in the process. In order to manage these 
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credentials, a CredentialManagement interface is used. The interface defines 

two core methods: 

• combineAndGeneratePresentationToken(Map<Integer,PSCredential

> credentialShares,Policy policy): Combines the credential shares 

received from the IdPs that compose the vIdP into a single valid 

credential (which may be stored). Then, generates a PresentationToken 

that fulfils the Policy.  

• generatePresentationToken(Policy policy): Generates a 

PresentationToken that fulfils the Policy from a stored Credential. If no 

credential is stored when calling this function, an exception is thrown. 

PSCredentialManagement, implements this interface. This class delegates the 

storage of the credential through a CredentialStorage interface, which defines 

methods to store, retrieve, delete and check availability of a credential. 

Currently, an InMemoryCredentialStorage implementation is used, which should 

be replaced by a specific method for secure storage depending on the 

application. As with the cryptomodules, the PSCredentialManagement could 

also be replaced if a specific application wishes to do so. 

The server code is contained in the ThresholdPSSharesGenerator class, which 

implements the CredentialGenerator interface. Apart from methods for setup 

and retrieval of public parameters, the interface defines a core function: 

• createCredentialShare(String username, long timestamp): Generates 

a credential share (PSCredential) containing the attributes of the user 

username (retrieved from the IdP database). The user is assumed to be 

authenticated before calling this method. The timestamp will be used as 

the time of issuance to determine the credential lifespan. 

2.2. Exposed API 
The core OLYMPUS framework consists of a number of components and 

therefore exposes a number of API endpoints. Some of these APIs are 

considered internal, in the sense that they should only be invoked by other 

OLYMPUS components, whereas others are considered external, in the sense 

that external applications should interact with the framework using these APIs.  

The external API consists of the methods exposed in the UserClient interface, 

the Verifier/PABCVerifier and to some extent, the CredentialManagement 

interface. Furthermore, the IdentityProver and Storage interfaces are 

deployment specific and must therefore be implemented by the application. 

While the IdentityProver and Storage interfaces are not intended to be relevant 

outside of the OLYMPUS framework, it is likely that classes implementing these 

interfaces will be invoked by components outside of the framework. 

With regard to the internal API, the interfaces are primarily located in the IdP 

segment. The core OLYMPUS framework comes with a webserver which can 

be used to expose REST interface for the OLYMPUS client implementation. 
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This REST API is publicly exposed, however only intended to be used internally 

by the OLYMPUS clients. 

If a specific vIdP deployment does not wish to use the REST interface, the 

deployment will need to implement a new communication layer. On the IdP 

side, the methods of PestoIdP would have to be exposed and accessible for a 

client. The implemented REST interface does this using the 

PestoIdPRESTConnection and PestoPabcIdPRESTConnection classes on the 

client side.  

CLIENT: 

On the client side, the externally exposed API consists of the methods in the 

UserClient interface. These methods allow for basic operations, such as user 

creation and deletion, adding and removing user attributes, etc. The interface is 

implemented by the PestoClient and PabcClient classes, both of which are 

constructed with a CryptoModule and a list of the partial IdPs to use. 

Furthermore, the PabcClient is constructed with a CredentialManagement class 

for managing credentials. 

A client application may, depending on the requirements, utilize one or both 

UserClient implementations, e.g. in order to support offline usage a PabcClient 

must be used and to produce standard JWT tokens, the PestoClient must be 

used. The standard methods offered [3, 6, 10] by the UserClient API are: 

• createUser(String username, String password): Register a new 

user account, holding no attributes, with the provided username and 

password. The method requires communication with the vIdP. 

• proveIdentity(String username, String password, IdentityProof 

idProof): Add the attributes contained in the identity proof to an 

existing user account. The method requires communication with the 

vIdP. 

• createUserAndProveIdentity(String username, String password, 

IdentityProof idProof): Register a new user account, with the 

provided username and password, and add the attributes of the 

identity proof to the account. The method requires communication 

with the vIdP. 

• authenticate(String username, String password, Policy policy): 

Return an access token, satisfying the provided policy. The method 

may require communication with the vIdP. The output of the method 

is a JWT String in the case of a PestoClient and a Base64 encoding 

of a PresentationToken in the case of a PabcClient. 

• getAllAttributes(String username, String password): Return a 

map of all user attributes stored at the vIdP. The method requires 

communication with the vIdP. 
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• deleteAttributes(String username, String password, List<String> 

attributes): Deletes the stored user attributes from the vIdP. The 

method requires communication with the vIdP. 

• deleteAccount(String username, String password): Deletes the 

user account and any stored attributes. The method requires 

communication with the vIdP. 

• changePassword(String username, String oldPassword, String 

newPassword): Changes the password of the user account. The 

method requires communication with the vIdP. 

SERVER 

The following methods from PestoIdP are considered internal to OLYMPUS; 

however, they are publicly exposed via the REST interface [3, 6 ,10]: 

• setup(RSASharedKey keyMaterial, BigInteger[] blindings, 

BigInteger[] secrets, List<PestoIdP> serverSetup): The setup 

generates all public and secret key information needed for the password 

authentication and PESTO mechanism. This method is used by the 

dealer to provide the key material to the IdPs. 

• setupPabc(Set<String> attributeNames): This setup method provides 

additional information (attributes) for the dP-ABC mechanism. 

• performOPRF(String ssid, String username, ECP x): Invoked by the 

client. Causes the IdP to compute and return the response to the first 

step of the OPRF protocol. The returned response is used by the client to 

construct the users private key. 

• finishRegistration(String username, PublicKey publickey, byte[] 

signature, String ssid, String identityProof): Invoked by the client. 

Finalizes the registration protocol, by sending a public key, a signature 

and optionally an identity proof to the IdP. The partial IdP returns a 

signature on the public key. 

• authenticate(String username, String ssid, byte[] signature, Policy 

policy): Invoked by the client. Requests the IdP to generate and sign an 

access token satisfying the specified policy. The partial IdP returns a 

JWT token. 

• obtainCredential(String username, String ssid, byte[] signature, 

long timestamp): Invoked by the client. Requests the IdP to to issue a 

p-ABC credential, using the specified timestamp as time of issuance. The 

partial IdP returns a credential share. 
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• proveId(String username, String ssid, byte[] signature, String 

identityProof): Invoked by the client. Requests the IdP to add the 

attributes contained in the identity proof to the specified user account. 

The partial IdP returns true if the identity proof was valid and the 

attributes were added and false otherwise. 

• getAllAttributes(String username, String ssid, byte[] signature):  

Invoked by the client. Requests the IdP to send all attributes stored for 

the specified account. The partial IdP returns a JSON structure 

containing the attributes. 

• deleteAttributes(String username, String ssid, byte[] signature, 

List<String> attributes): Invoked by the client. Requests the IdP to 

delete the specified attributes from the user account. The partial IdP 

returns true if the operation was successful and false otherwise. 

• deleteAccount(String username, String ssid, byte[] signature): 

Invoked by the client. Requests the IdP to delete the user account and all 

stored attributes. The partial IdP returns true if the operation was 

successful and false otherwise. 

• changePassword(String username, PublicKey publicKey, byte[] 

oldSignature, byte[] newSignature, String ssid): Invoked by the client. 

Requests the IdP to replace the public key stored for an account with a 

new one. The partial IdP returns a signature on the new public key. 

• addPartialServerSignature(String ssid, byte[] signature): Invoked by 

the other IdPs. In order to ensure consistency when a client submits a 

public key to the vIdP, the partial IdP will sign the received key and send 

the signature to the other partial IdPs using this method. 

• getPublicKey(): Invoked by the client and any relying parties. The partial 

IdP will return the public key material, eg. Certificate, for the vIdP. 

2.3. Main artifacts 
 

GENERAL MODELING 

The OLYMPUS Core is designed in a modular way. The data models are 

common to client, server and verifier packages, which are responsible for 

implementing the different functionalities using these data models. 

The models describe and define how OLYMPUS represents attributes, 

credentials, keys as well as other messages used for internal and external 

communication. 
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These main elements required to interact with the OLYMPUS framework are 

described below: 

Attributes in OLYMPUS are defined by the Attribute class, located in model 

package. Each attribute must have an associated type, defined by the 

AttributeType class. Currently there are three types available: Strings, Integers 

and Dates. Attributes are common to both PESTO and P-ABC implementations. 

Policies, in the OLYMPUS framework, are used to define what information 

should be included in access tokens. The policies may support relational 

operations models that allow performing arithmetic operations such as >, <, <=, 

>= or ==. This part of the framework is still under development, however, there 

is already a first approach that can be consulted in the classes Policy and 

RelationalOperation.  

The Policy class defines what a policy looks like on OLYMPUS. It specifies 

three properties that indicate the message to be signed "messageToBeSigned", 

the required attributes "neededAttributes" and finally a list of relational 

operations "relationalOperations”. 

The RelationalOperation class simply defines two properties that have to do 

with the relationship and its value. 

PresentationTokens are used as proofs in connection with dP-ABC 

credentials. The contents of the PresentationToken satisfies a specific Policy 

and thereby allows a verifier to validate that a user has the correct identity. The 

PresentationToken contains an Epoch property which is used to control the 

lifetime of a credential, while the Attributes property contains a list of attributes 

associated with the credential. Finally, the Signature property contains the 

signature of the dP-ABC credential. 

IdentityProofs are used to model user attributes and a proof of their 

correctness. These are all deployment specific and the generic IdentityProof 

class is only intended to provide a basic toString() functionality. 

RSASharedKey represents the key material necessary for the RSA-like 

distributed signing scheme used in the PESTO approach. the functionality is 

needed in connection with both registration of users and signing of tokens. The 

key material that will be distributed to each IdP by a trusted dealer during the 

setup phase. The data corresponds to a typical RSA keypair and consists of 

three big integers, the privateKey, the modulus and the publicExponent. 

MSverfKey, a public key of the p-ABC scheme and MSpublicParam, which 

contains the number of issuers, attribute names and the pairing represents key 

material specific to the dP-ABC functionality of OLYMPUS.  

There are also many additional models used purely internally in the framework, 

these include OPRFResponse, which models the data sent by an IdP during 

authentication (in particular during computation of the dpOPRF) or  
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UserData, which represents the stored userdata, such as attributes or the last 

used session id, belonging to an OLYMPUS user stored in the IdP. 

 

EXCEPTIONS 

In addition to the above models OLYMPUS also defines errors or exceptions to 

handle unexpected behaviour in certain situations such as sign up, setup or 

authentication. 

First, AuthenticationFailedException defines a type of exception that occurs 

when there is an authentication failure. ExistingUserException identifies the 

error that may occur when trying to create a user that already exists; on the 

other hand, NonExistingUserException identifies an error that may occur when 

trying to access or modify a non-existent user. In the same way, 

UserCreationFailedException reports the error of creating a user. 

MSSetupException and KeyGenerationFailedException are related to the 

processes of configuration and generation of cryptographic material. The first 

one identifies an error in the Multisignature setup used by the PS Credentials 

and the second one identifies an error in the generation of the cryptographic 

keys. 

 

2.4. OLYMPUS Functionality summary 
This section describes a summary of the functionality of the framework and how 

the above-mentioned components all work together in processes like registering 

a user, authentication and token or credential obtention. In addition, account 

management processes are also described. 

REGISTRATION 

Registering a new user in the system is a process that involves many of the 

framework's components.  

In order to register a new user, the PestoClient uses the ClientCryptoModule 

and the PestoAuthenticationHandler uses ServerCryptoModule to produce 

messages to execute the OPRF protocol described in D4.1. This gives the 

PestoClient a seed, used to generate a private key which sign subsequent calls 

to the vIdP. 

Once the crypto material is obtained then the client starts the finishRegistration 

process. The message contains the username, the public key, a signature, a 

salt and optionally an idproof. 

Assuming that the user does not exist previously then, the authentication 

handler using the crypto module, proceeds to verify the digital signature. Each 

IdP signs the user public key and sends it to the rest of IdPs that form the vIdP. 

Finally, through the combination and verification of partial signatures it is 

checked that the whole process has gone well, and the new user is registered. 
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Figure 5. User sign up 

AUTHENTICATION 

The authentication process identifies a user on OLYMPUS so that they can 

obtain tokens or credentials or manage their account. In the remaining 

functionality the last step of authentication is integrated with the request (e.g., 

asking for a token). However, the process is the same for all of them, so it has 

been separated for this explanation. 

In order to authenticate, the PestoClient uses the ClientCryptoModule and the 

PestoAuthenticationHandler uses ServerCryptoModule to produce messages to 

execute the OPRF protocol described in D4.1. This gives the PestoClient a 

seed, used to generate a private key which sign subsequent calls to the vIdP. 
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Figure 6. User authentication 

ID PROOFING 

The process of identity proofing involves adding (or modifying) attributes 

associated to a user stored in each IdP. This process can be done as an extra 

step during registration, or at any other point after a successful authentication.   

As attributes may originate from a large number of sources and therefore be of 

a number of different formats, the task of validating the attributes (ie. identity 

proofing) is left for the concrete IdP deployment: The deployer must create an 

implementation of the IdentityProver interface for each type of attribute source. 

These implementations are then passed on as arguments to the PestoIdP 

during deployment. 

The general operation of this process involves the PestoIDP, which will handle it 

through the Authentication Handler. It uses each of the Identity Provers to check 

whether the proof is valid. The prover that validates the proof then, extracts the 

relevant attributes from it and stores them in the database.  
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Figure 7. ID Proofing 

 

PESTO TOKEN OBTENTION 

Obtaining a PESTO token is triggered by the attempt to access a certain service 

(out of scope). OLYMPUS must then authenticate the user in the system 

(authentication process) and finally generate the token for the given service 

(using the correspondent policy). 

In this way, OLYMPUS Client makes a getToken request to Pesto IdP that 

contains assertions (currently, list of revealed attributes) generated by the 

service to be accessed and which indicate the necessary data. The PESTO IdP 

must validate that the user fulfils these assertions using the PESTO 

Authentication Handler. For that, the information stored about the user (user 

attributes) is retrieved. If the user meets the requirements PESTO 

Authentication handler returns to PESTO IdP a set of assertions with which the 

share token shares will be generated as described in D4.1. The OLYMPUS 

Client will combine the shares into the final token that will be presented in the 

service. 
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Figure 8. PESTO Token 

DP-ABC CREDENTIAL AND TOKEN 

Like token generation, obtaining a credential also requires authentication of the 

user in the system. However, the use of the credential to access a service does 

not have to be immediate and, can be postponed to other time. 

This process involves a new element, Credential Manager, which handles the 

management of p-ABC credentials in user side. 

The obtain process starts after user authentication with the obtainCredential to 

the PESTO IdP. This message is forwarded to the dP-ABC Generator that 

generates credential shares following the process described in D4.1.  

The client uses the credential manager to combine the shares to obtain a 

complete credential, stores it internally (if configured to do so) and is then able 

to generate a presentation token based on a specific access policy for a 

service. 

If a credential was stored in a previous process and is still valid, the User client 

would not need to contact the vIdP. Instead, he would use the credential 

manager to directly generate the presentation token for a given policy.  
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Figure 9. dP-ABC Credential and token 

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT: RETRIEVE USER ATTRIBUTES 

One of the functionalities required for account management is allowing the user 

to retrieve the relevant information that the IdP has stored. In this case, this 

means retrieving all the user attributes. 

After authentication, the OLYMPUS Client requests the attributes of the user to 

all IdPs. PestoIdP delegates the request to the Authentication Handler, which 

retrieves the attributes. Then, the IdPs send the attributes to the Client, which 

checks that the attributes received from all of them are equal.  
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Figure 10. Get all attributes 

 

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT: DELETE USER ATTRIBUTES 

The framework allows the user to delete some of the attributes stored on the 

IdPs. For that, after the authentication, OLYMPUS Client sends a 

deleteAttributes request specifying the list of attributes (attribute names) that 

must be deleted. PestoIdP sends the request to the Authentication Handler, 

which deletes the attributes. 

 

Figure 11. Delete user attributes 
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT: DELETE ACCOUNT 

The application must also allow the deletion of an account when the user 

desires so. After authenticating, OLYMPUS Client sends a deleteAccount 

request for the user. PestoIdP does this using the Authentication Handler, which 

removes the user.  

 

Figure 12. Delete user account 

 

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT: CHANGE PASSWORD 

The process of changing a password involves authenticating the user and then 

redoing the registration process with two small changes. Now, the 

Authentication Handler does not check that the user does not exist. Also, 

instead of adding a new user, the public key of the user is updated.  
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2.5. REST Wrapper 
There are situations where integration of the OLYMPUS client library on the 

user side application creates difficulties or is not possible (for example, when 

incompatible languages are used, and it is not possible to port the 

library/application). In those cases, the REST interface that exposes the 

OLYMPUS client API can be used to set up a webserver that will act as a proxy 

between the application and OLYMPUS. The server may be accessible from 

different devices (this brings severe security implications) or simply be run on 

the same device only listening for local requests.  

With this, the client exposed methods listed in the previous section may be 

accessible from the REST interface, akin to the server methods in the common 

deployment. 
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3. USE CASES  

This section includes detailed information on how the use cases [6, 8, 9, 10] 

have used the OLYMPUS framework solution. 

3.1. Credit file 
 

SERVER 

The vIdP deployment process for the Credit File use case is performed using 

the specific use case RunCFPServer class. It makes use of the PestoDatabase 

interface for instantiating the in-memory database for Pesto that will store all the 

attributes during the process. Other interfaces that are used for this class are 

the ones related to the IdentityProver functionality. In this case, three different 

IdentityProvers are instantiated:  

- CreditFileIdentityProver: instantiated with the PestoDatabase object 

previously defined and with the public key of the CTI’s certificate. At this 

moment of the implementation, as it is a somehow static public key, it is 

retrieved from a static location. It is used to validate the CTI’s signature in 

the financial report to guarantee the origin of the data. 

- TokenIdentityProver: instantiated only with the PestoDatabase object 

previously defined and utilized for storing, in a later step, a random token 

generated during the credit file generation process. 

- UserCredentialIdentityProver: instantiated only with the PestoDatabase 

object previously defined and utilized for storing, in a later step, the public 

key of the qualified certificate that identifies the connected user. This public 

key is used to validate the user’s signature in the financial report to 

guarantee the ownership of the data. 

As the process should make use of both of the architectures that form the 

OLYMPUS framework, the RunCFPServer makes use of the servlets that define 

both technologies: PestoIdPServlet and PabcIdPServlet. 

Each of the deployed IdPs is instantiated by the use of the PestoIdP interface 

and then started using the RESTIdPServer where the IdP is set and then 

started with several cryptographic parameters. It instantiates a Jetty-based 

REST IdP server. 

After the whole vIdP is deployed and all its partial IdPs are running, the setup 

phase begins where the different IdPs share key material and distribute the 

data. For doing so, it is required to use the interface PestoIdPRESTConnection 
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by the use of the PestoPabcIdPRESTConnection constructor for each of the 

deployed IdPs. Then, two interfaces are used in this process to configure both 

the PESTO and dP-ABC technologies: 

- setupConnection(RSASharedKey keyMaterial, BigInteger[] blindings, 

BigInteger[] secrets, List<PestoIdP> serverSetup): used to provide the 

key material to the IdPs. 

- setupPabc(Set<String> attributeNames): used to provide all the attributes 

that the process must know for the dP-ABC mechanism. 

Having the setup phase completed, the vIdP is properly deployed and 

configured, ready to receive any request. 

 

 

Figure 13. CF Server sequence diagram 

CLIENT APP 

One of the ongoing process related to the implementation at this time is porting 

the client logic from Java to JavaScript to be integrated with the app logic. Until 
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that development is complete, the Java based REST wrapper is used to invoke 

the different methods and interfaces of the OLYMPUS framework. 

Once the financial report is retrieved and the login process is started, the client 

app invokes the REST wrapper to perform several validations over the received 

data. If all the data is correctly retrieved, the invocations to the OLYMPUS 

framework begin, using different interfaces if the process uses the PESTO or 

the dP-ABC technologies.  

For the PESTO architecture, the Java backend instantiates a client by the use 

of the UserClient interface using the PestoClient constructor with the set of 

PestoIdPRESTConnection that conforms the vIdP and a ClientCryptoModule 

object. If the process requires the dP-ABC architecture, it is required to use the 

CredentialManagement interface with the PSCredentialManagement 

constructor and to configure it with some cryptographic material to be able to 

manage the credentials that are generated with this technology. Then, a client 

should be instantiated using the UserClient interface and the PabcClient with 

the set of PestoIdPRESTConnection that conforms the vIdP, the 

CredentialManagement object in the previous step and a ClientCryptoModule 

object. 

After this initialization, the following client invocations are performed: 

- createUser(String username, String password): this invocation creates 

the user in the system with no associated attributes. 

- proveIdentity(String username, String password, IdentityProof 

idProof): three invocations to this method with different IdentityProof 

extended objects take place with the purpose of validating and storing all the 

required attributes in the in-memory database: 

o UserCertificate: extends the superclass IdentityProof and is used 

for passing the user’s certificate public key to the framework. This 

class validates that the public key conforms a certificate. It is used 

to invoke the proveIdentity method related to the 

UserCredentialIdentityProver. 

o CreditFile: extends the superclass IdentityProof and is used for 

passing the financial report to the framework. Also, as a 

provisional mechanism, it stores the username for being able to 

retrieve the corresponding user’s certificate public key during the 

Id proofing process.  It is used to invoke the proveIdentity method 

related to the CreditFileIdentityProver. 

o TokenIdentityProof: extends the superclass IdentityProof and is 

used for passing the random token to the framework. It is used to 
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invoke the proveIdentity method related to the 

TokenIdentityProver. 

Once these invocations are properly performed and the Id proofing process is 

completed, a Policy object is required to determine the attributes that must be 

revealed in the authentication process that starts with the following invocation: 

- authenticate(String username, String password, Policy policy): if the 

authentication process is correct, a token is retrieved with the revealed 

attributes and their values. 

If an exception occurs and the process ends abruptly, the user account is 

removed to avoid future errors using the deleteAccount(String username, 

String password) method. 

The verification process differs if the technology used is PESTO or dP-ABC. For 

PESTO, a Verifier object is created using the JWTVerifier constructor with the 

public key of the vIdP. Then, an invocation to the verify(String token) using the 

verifier object is performed. For dP-ABC, a PABCVerifier object is created using 

the PSPABCVerifier constructor with the set of IdPs. Then, an invocation to the 

verifyPresentationToken(String token) using the verifier object is performed. 

 

Figure 14. CF PESTO client sequence diagram 
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Figure 15. CF dP-ABC client sequence diagram 

 

ID PROOFING  

As mentioned before, the use case makes use of three different IdentityProvers 

with different Id proofing processes: 

- TokenIdentityProver: used for storing a random token generated during the 

credit file generation process. No additional validations are performed over 

this data. This information is stored in the Storage using the “token” key. 

- UserCredentialIdentityProver: used for storing the public key of the 

qualified certificate that identifies the connected user. This public key is 

checked by validating that it corresponds with a valid certificate that is not 

revoked. This information is stored in the Storage using the “certificate” key. 
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- CreditFileIdentityProver: used to validate and store the financial 

information related to the current user. This identity prover stores and 

checks in the startup phase the public key of CTI’s certificate validating that 

it corresponds with an actual certificate. This certificate is used to validate 

the Credit file’s origin by checking the CTI’s signature when the financial 

report in XML format is passed to the identity prover. After this first 

validation, a user’s signature validation is required to guarantee the 

ownership of the financial data. The identity prover retrieves the public key 

user’s qualified certificate from the Storage using the username previously 

stored. If both validations are correct, the financial report is parsed, and its 

attributes stored in the Storage using their labels as keys. 

STORAGE  

As mentioned before, this deployment makes use of the in-memory Pesto 

database and no external database connection is required as the attributes are 

provided directly by the process to the framework. 

Another ongoing process related to the implementation is developing a secure 

wallet to store the dP-ABC credentials in the user’s device. 

3.2. Mobile driver license 
In the mobile driver’s license use case, we have currently been focusing on the 

offline scenario that the dP-ABC solution provides. Therefore, the following 

sections describe this approach and the interfaces utilized, in order to deploy a 

fully functional mDL environment that tests the offline dP-ABC solution. As a 

future work, the online PESTO version of the mDL use case shall be developed. 

 

SERVER (ISSUER) 

The vIDP deployment related to the mobile driver license use case utilizes 

several interfaces in order to start up and perform the setup. The class used to 

deploy the server is the MDLPestoServer class, which uses the following 

interfaces: 

• PestoDatabase (PsqlPestoDatabase implementation): interface used 

to interact with the storage feature of the solution that will store and 

obtain user information and its associated attributes; 

• PestoIdP: interface used to setup dP-ABC parameters (attribute names), 

cryptographic parameters and REST client connections to other IdP 

instantiations. The latter are set using the 

PestoIdP2IdRESTConnectionimplementation; 

• RESTIdPServer:interface used to instantiate a Jetty REST IdP server, 

and associate a PestoIdP instance with it. 
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At first, each deployed instance (IdP) instantiates a PestoIdP instance passing 

on a PestoDatabase instance and a SoftwareServerCryptoModule instance. 

After that, when instantiating a RESTIdPServer, the following methods are 

used: 

• setIdP(PestoIdP idp): used to set the previously created PestoIdP 

instance< 

• start(int port, List<String> types, int tlsPort, String certPath, String 

ksPassword, String kmPassword): used to start the embedded Jetty 

server, passing on port, controller instance types, and TLS parameters. 

After the Jetty server is deployed, the IdP setup phase takes place where 

PESTO setup parameters and dP-ABC parameters are established for each IdP 

instance. For this, the following methods are used: 

• setup(RSASharedKey keyMaterial, BigInteger[] blindings, 

BigInteger[] secrets, List<PestoIdP> serverSetup):used to provide the 

cryptographic information to the IdP, and also to provide REST server 

connections to all other IdPs. 

• setupPabc(Set<String> attributeNames, byte[] seed): used to provide 

all the attributes that the dP-ABC mechanism accepts. 

At this stage, once all the IdPs have completed the startup and setup phases, 

the vIdP is ready to serve any request. 

CLIENT (APPS) 

- mDL Holder application 

An mDL holder already possesses a digitally signed mDL in his device, so he 

can directly make a request to the IdP server for a new account. This request is 

made by using the UserClient interface and the createUserAndProveIdentity() 

method it provides. During this procedure, the mDL holder application asks from 

the mDL holder to fill in a form with the username and password he chooses 

and then sends this information along with the mDL personal data to the IdP 

server, with a request to create a new account.  

After a successful registration, the mDL holder can request to get his 

credentials in his device, in order to be able to be verified even in offline mode. 

This can be achieved by invoking the authenticate() method of dP-ABC version 

of UserClient interface with an empty policy, so that credentials are created but 

no token shall be generated during that phase. 

Later on, upon receiving a policy and accepting to be verified against it, the 

mDL holder application can generate the corresponding token, utilizing the 

CredentialManagement interface. More specifically, it can make use of the 
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generatePresentationToken() method, providing the policy that was sent by the 

mDL Verifier. 

 

Figure 16. mDL holder interfacess 

 

- mDL Verifier application 

During setup of mDL verifier application, a connection to the Olympus server is 

needed in order to acquire the IdP’s public key. This is achieved by invoking the 

getPabcPublicKey() method provided by the REST API of the IdP server. After 

setup phase is completed, the mDL verifier application is ready to connect with 

any mDL holder application, whose owner wishes to be verified against the 

policy the mDL verifier application checks. 

Upon reception of an authentication token, provided by an mDL holder, the mDL 

verifier application can verify it by utilizing the verifyPresentationToken() method 

of PABCVerifier interface. The outcome of this method shall show if the mDL 

holder fulfills the criteria that the verifier’s policy sets. 
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Figure 17. mDL verifier interfaces 

ID PROOFING 

In this use case, the registration of user’s attributes is done upon sign in. 

According to ISO, for every mDL data element, a hash is generated and 

included in the mobile security object (MSO). After that, the MSO is then 

digitally signed by the Issuing Authority’s private key, and then, the resulting 

digital signature, is appended to the mDL data. The holder then receives that 

signed mDL data and is granted access through an OTP which may be received 

out of bound. 

The ID proofing implementation for this will verify the validity of the mDL signed 

data by verifying the digital signature from the IA.  

STORAGE 

This deployment implements the Storage interface which is used to manage 

users and its attributes in an in-memory fashion. Therefore, the currently used 

implementation is the InMemoryPestoDatabase, which stores data in a memory 

data structure. As future work, a thought implementation will be based on 
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performing database operations on a Postgresql instance, and will be named 

PsqlPestoDatabase. 

- mDL Holder application 

An mDL holder already possesses a digitally signed mDL in his device, so he 

can directly make a request to the IdP server for a new account. This request is 

made by using the UserClient interface and the createUserAndProveIdentity() 

method it provides. During this procedure, the mDL holder application asks from 

the mDL holder to fill in a form with the username and password he chooses 

and then sends this information along with the mDL personal data to the IdP 

server, with a request to create a new account.  

After a successful registration, the mDL holder can request to get his 

credentials in his device, in order to be able to be verified even in offline mode. 

This can be achieved by invoking the authenticate() method of dP-ABC version 

of UserClient interface with an empty policy, so that credentials are created but 

no token shall be generated during that phase. 

Later on, upon receiving a policy and accepting to be verified against it, the 

mDL holder application can generate the corresponding token, utilizing the 

CredentialManagement interface. More specifically, it can make use of the 

generatePresentationToken() method, providing the policy that was sent by the 

mDL Verifier. 

- mDL Verifier application 

During setup of mDL verifier application, a connection to the Olympus server is 

needed in order to acquire the IdP’s public key. This is achieved by invoking the 

getPabcPublicKey() method provided by the REST API of the IdP server. After 

setup phase is completed, the mDL verifier application is ready to connect with 

any mDL holder application, whose owner wishes to be verified against the 

policy the mDL verifier application checks. 

Upon reception of an authentication token, provided by an mDL holder, the mDL 

verifier application can verify it by utilizing the verifyPresentationToken() method 

of PABCVerifier interface. The outcome of this method shall show if the mDL 

holder fulfills the criteria that the verifier’s policy sets. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

This document has described how the first reference implementation of the 

OLYMPUS Framework is structured. It has shown the relevant data models and 

methods and has provided enough detail for their correct understanding. 

This first implementation shows that the modular structure of the framework is 

allowing an important flexibility when developing the use cases both because of 

the difference between them and because of the possibility of using some 

cryptographic technologies or others depending on the system needs. 

In addition, the developed code meets the requirements set out in D3.1 and 

addresses the development of the use cases detailed in D6.1. It makes use of 

the tools described in D5.2 and is consistent with the OLYMPUS architecture 

and the benchmarks shown in D5.1, while the cryptographic implementation 

follows the details shown in D4.1. 

In the document, “Second Reference Implementation of Oblivious IdM” (D4.3), 

these processes will be reviewed giving more details of the underlaying 

processes, considering that the implementation will be mature. 
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